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34630

34631

34632

34633

34634

34635

34636

Two-piece collar - infant

Two-piece collar - pediatric

Two-piece collar - stout (bull neck)

Two-piece collar - adult small

Two-piece collar - adult medium

Two-piece collar - adult large - tall

Set of 6 collars in a bag

GIMA

code
Two pieces first aid neck collars

TWO PIECES FIRST AID COLLAR

Made in polyethylene with washable
internal part made in EVA (kind of
rubber) fixed to structure by plastic
rivets. With a tracheal hole, removable
chin support and velcro fastener on the
back. X-ray translucent. Available in 6
sizes differentiated by safety closure
colour or in a set of 6 in a bag.

162

First Aid Cervical Collars

Small metallic splinters, eye tool device

Anti-abrasive

nylon loop

34192

34190

Code 34190 SPLINTER REMOVAL KIT
Includes everything to remove splinters and for first aid
medications. In a polypropylene box size 235x190x43 mm:
1 Eye wash solution 100 ml with an eye glass
1 magnifying glass, 2 sterile gauze pads 18 x 40 cm
1 Professional removal pencil, 1 mirror.
1 stainless steel tweezers 11.5 cm
Code 34192 PROFESSIONAL REMOVAL PENCIL
Small metallic splinters eye tool remover. On one side you have
a NEODIMIO magnetic point, which enables you to withdraw
all metallic splinters avoiding any dangerous eventual eye
approach. On the other side you have an antiabrasive nylon loop
which is used for non metallic splinters. The body is made of
anodised aluminium and the neoprene seals guarantee a better
pencil hold. Supplied in a box and CE marked.

Splinter Removal Kit

"NEODIMIO"

magnetic point

34620

34621

34622

34623

34624

34625

34626

One-piece collar - infant

One-piece collar - pediatric

One-piece collar - stout (bull-neck)

One-piece collar - adult small

One-piece collar - adult medium

One-piece collar - adult large - tall

Set of 6 collars in a bag

GIMA

code
One piece first aid neck collars

UNIVERSAL
CERVICAL
COLLARS

Collars made of
foam coated PVC.
Washable, non
toxic, with velcro
straps. X-Ray
translucent.
Available in 3
sizes or in a set of
3 in a bag.

34051

34052 34053

Universal Collars

34050

34051

34052

34053

Set of 3 collars in a bag

Cervical collar - small

Cervical collar - medium

Cervical collar - large

GIMA

code
Neck collars

Ambu® Perfect™ ACE

AMBU® COLLARS

Ambu® Perfect™ ACE collars are rigid

collars, available in 2 versions, adult and

pediatric, both adjustable in different

sizes/positions.

Adult has 16 adjustments, covering

neckless, short, regular and tall. Paediatric

has 12 adjustments, covering infant,

child, small adult. Made in polyethylene.

34640

34641

Ambu collar paediatric-yellow

Ambu collar adult-white

GIMA

code
Adjustable neck collars

Adjustable

in 12 sizes

Adjustable

in 16 sizes

34641

34640

ONE PIECE FIRST AID COLLAR
Made in polyethylene with washable
internal part made in EVA (kind of rubber)
fixed to structure by plastic rivets. With a
tracheal hole, removable chin support and
velcro fastener. X-ray translucent.
Available in 6 sizes differentiated by
safety closure colour or in a set of 6 in a
bag.
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